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Why are we refreshing?

• The world has changed and our position is evolving

• To highlight the key achievements to date and how this positions us to deliver 

further work 

• Incorporate learnings from the last two years

• Understand and align with changing customer and stakeholder expectations

• Prepare our networks and business for the uptake of electrified heating

• Articulate key immediate future actions 



Current Heat Strategy - Overview
of total UK CO2 

emissions 

Inform heat 
decarbonisation 
policy through 

provision of data 
and evidence

Deliver a great 
experience to customers 
wishing to connect low 

carbon heating solutions

Undertake least 
regret actions to 
ensure network 

readiness

Objective 1 Objective 2                             Objective 3

First DNO to release a standalone Heat Strategy



What we did – Objective 1

Build data and evidence to inform 

policy

o Refreshed our Distribution Future Energy 

Scenarios after engaging with local 

authorities, featuring 1.6m data points

o Open Data page, launched in 2020

o Heat Street project to inform local 

pathways for Energy Efficiency & low 

carbon heating

78% of stakeholders advised us to consider pathways by coordinating with local 

authorities 



What we did – Objective 2

Deliver excellent customer service to 

those wishing to connect low carbon 

heating

o Launched our dedicated Heat Pump 

page

o Fuse upgrades to make homes ready 

by collaborating with local authorities

o Released Heat Packs, co-designed 

with local groups and industry experts

79% stakeholders told us to support customers in decision making process for 

the transition



What we did – Objective 3

Ensure our network is ready by undertaking 

‘least regret’ actions

o CommuniHeat project to develop a 

framework to decarbonise off-gas grid 

areas

o Using data to support those in fuel poverty 

and vulnerable circumstances

o Exploring Hybrids with gas networks to 

consider all options

95% of stakeholders identified off-gas grid areas and new builds as the early 

adopters of low carbon heating

% household 
in fuel poverty



Strategy refresh - Heat Segments & Forecasts

Building on the current strategy to better support our customers 



Heat Segments
Strategy refresh - Insight by customer segment

13%

9%

9%

66%

3%

2028

Residential: Off gas grid

-Residential off-gas grids will 
likely be the early adopters of low 
carbon heat

Industrial & Commercial

-Increased visibility of the network 
capacity and constraints

Residential: On gas grid

-After Heat Pumps at 63%, stakeholders said that 
hybrid heat pumps would be the first technology 
they would consider installing

Residential: New builds

-New builds will be the early 
adopters of low carbon heat with 
potential for district heating

-Networks should intervene and take 
a more proactive role in supporting 
new builds for LCTs

-Want to understand the load/ADMD 
for decarbonisation of housing to be 
able to assess the implications on 
new developments and district 
heating

Common to all segments

-Up-front costs, lack of policy and 
awareness/education are the biggest barriers 
for low carbon heating and energy efficiency

-UKPN should take a coordinated/zoning 
approach and consider energy efficiency

-Would need advice or financial support to 
transition

-Expect additional support at “before 
connecting” phase of the transition



Strategy focussed engagement: Insights from internal workshops

• Key questions asked: 
o What do we as a business want to achieve in the future for heat?
o What actions should we take to achieve these goals?

• In response to our future role in heat, stakeholders said:
o A coordinated plan with regional authorities
o Energy efficiency, EVs & other LCTs to be addressed together
o Planning teams to take a proactive approach to network investment using 

modelling and good quality LCT data 
o Respond with agility on key issues – and not just urgent complaints/referrals
o Facilitate and collaborate with stakeholders; whole system view

• Coordination and collaboration stood out as the key words in proposed actions 
under the three proposed pillars

• Majority of proposed actions mostly fell under ‘helping all customers transition at 
lowest possible cost’ and ‘reliable cost efficient network’

• Support for all pillars proposed, with no clear preference

Participants included reps from smart grid, connection services, business planning, 
control, distribution & infrastructure planning, social sustainability

Actions proposed against each pillar

Give Customers options to decarbonise
through whole system planning

Helping all customers transition at
the lowest possible cost

reliable cost efficient network

Miscellaneous



• The most important issues identified were policy uncertainty, affordability and 
consumer interaction & understanding (advised to use the right language).

• Other issues important areas include:
• data (proactive, required for ability to serve better, consider smart meters)
• Flexibility (including ToU tariffs) 
• supporting installers (coordinated and uniform journey)

• Trends and topics to consider were: Whole system & LAEP approach; Community 
energy sector; Solutions for I&C; Customer attitudes; Security of supply; 
Different innovative technologies

• Particularly for our next heat strategy, they suggested highlighting ‘increasing 
urgency’ and connecting ‘all other UKPN strategies’

• When asked about the current Heat Strategy, there was overwhelming support 
for Pillar 1: Inform heat decarbonisation through provision of data and evidence

Participants included suppliers, industry bodies, local authorities, gas networks, district 
heating organisations, sustainability think tanks and Citizens Advice

What pillar is the most 
important?

1. Inform heat decarbonisation through
provision of data and evidence

2. Deliver a great service expeirence to
customers wishing to connect LCH

3. Undertake least regret actions to
ensure network & smart investments

Strategy focussed engagement: Insights from external workshop



Putting it together: Issues informing our refreshed strategy

Policy Uncertainty

• Large proportion of policy to be 
finalised (Future Homes Standard)

• Ofgem access & forward-looking 
charges SCR

• Policy not consistently delivered

• The economics of different heat 
options are evolving but remain 
uncertain (electrification vs. 
hydrogen)

Consumer interaction, 
understanding & affordability

• Lack of good quality information 

• Competing priorities

• Installation complexity (heat & 
energy efficiency)

• Upfront and ongoing cost / disparity 
between gas and electricity prices

• Connection cost and complexity

• Need a simple and scalable 
connections process for heat 
customer journeys

Network & Technology Readiness

• Need to advance low carbon/electric 
heating technologies and understand 
network implications

• No unanimous view on ADMD

• Heat flexibility poorly understood

• Integration between UKPN systems and 
other smart internal and external 
systems supporting LCTs

• Cost prohibition – connection and 
network operation costs
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Our Refreshed Heat Strategy

Having a voice, be vocal and inform, educate 
and focus on the needs to be addressed

1. Build up an easy to digest evidence base
that offers accurate insights

2. Proactively share data, with the right 
groups in the right way – keeping it simple

3. Through evidence backed insights (e.g., 
targeted projects), bridge the gap between 
areas of policy and technical uncertainty

4. Closely collaborate with key stakeholder 
groups across the market to find common 
ground and solutions to challenges

5. Work with Government, Local Authorities 
and policy-makers to enable the creation 
and delivery of effective and suitable policy

Bringing others on the journey to benefit 
customers through partnering with the 

community and supply chain to help meet the 
scale of the challenge

1. Collectively work with stakeholders and 
partners to take a whole system view, 
including LAEP, to determine viable options

2. Take a customer focused approach to 
understand requirements and translate into 
tangible action to facilitate the installation of 
energy efficiency and low carbon heat

3. Make sure our people can support you. Set 
the business up for success, upskilling staff to 
meet the changing needs

4. Work with others to create best practices in 
delivering simple customer propositions

5. Act as a trusted advisor to all customers 
aiming for equitable outcomes 

Set the business up for success and address the 
immediate opportunities to support the 

transition, while maintaining a longer term 
view for 2050

1. Address the issues in the market today, 
whilst making sure the business is preparing 
for the future

2. Take proactive steps, including data 
management, to understand the network 
impact of the switch to electric heating

3. Provide a reliable and efficient network and 
act to deliver investment in the right areas

4. Invest in and deliver market-based 
propositions, specifically around energy 
efficiency and flexibility

5. Invest, deliver and collaborate on network 
solutions to release network capacity, deliver 
service upgrades and new customer 
connection offerings

1. Inform and shape the debate with 
evidence backed data and insights 

3. Provide a reliable cost efficient network
2. Give customers options and impartial 
support to decarbonise through whole 

system planning

Deliver high quality service to all customers, at all times



Next Steps

• We have learnt from our innovative research and projects

• We have engaged with and listened to our customers & stakeholders 

• Based on this, we have identified priority areas and issues to address 

• Our refreshed heat strategy has been informed by these insights 

• The new strategy will be made publicly available in April 2022



Contact: 

innovation@ukpowernetworks.co.uk


